TEACHERS exploring CODE

Cost: $250 - contact hours
(one graduate credit available)

Instructors: Karen Plaster & Lynne Pachnowski

This workshop is designed for teachers of grades 2 through 9 who would like to explore coding and take Hour of Code to the next level. No programming experience is necessary. Teachers will be able to view and explore various programming environments and then will be able to choose projects to work on and then share. Programming environments will include: Pencilcode.net, Scratch, Makey Makey, Arduino/Raspberry Pi, Python, and Javascript. All subject areas are welcome. Projects can align to your content standards. Bring your own device, one your students would use, or use ours.

REGISTER HERE: https://forms.gle/K16sMDvRj6Ld3Dzg7

For more information, email us at urbanSTEM@uakron.edu